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Abstract: This study aims at investigating how far teamwork can support Knowledge Management. In doing so, 384 employees working in Iran Khodro, Neyshabour branch, located in Khorasan-e-Razavi, Iran were randomly selected as our participants. Based on studies done, we distinguish which features of teamwork support the KM course of action in its different phases (i.e. formation, transfer and incorporation). In order to analyze the data obtained, multiple regression and analysis of variance were used. The results of the study indicated that complementary skills (H2) and a climate of trust (H3) in teamwork were more significant factors that support management of organizational knowledge.
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1. Introduction

The global economy has turned an industrial manufacturing/product-oriented economy into one which is based on knowledge and services, and the principal product is information or knowledge. Successful management of intellectual capital is a significant issue challenging organizations in today’s global and knowledge-driven economy [46].

Contrary to the conventional stress on external factors to elucidate organizational success [34], recent planned management literature has focused on internal resources [24]. Some scholars including [15, 30] assert that knowledge is the focal source of sustainable competitive advantage. If we review the specialist literature in search of models of knowledge management that can help companies to take full advantage of that resource, we will find that the activity must focus on three distinct aspects. First, it is necessary to create the resource. Knowledge, by definition, is buried in the minds of individuals (12, 14, 32) and therefore, those people are held accountable for its formation. Next, any persons within the organization, who have created the knowledge, will have to be transferred from those individuals to others in order to be shared. Finally, those fragmented pieces of knowledge, once they are transferred and received, will have to be unified and thus become one mass of knowledge [49].

Hence, knowledge management can be conceptualized as a course of action which its material is the individual knowledge of a person, which is created, transferred and integrated in teamwork within the company, whereas its product is organizational knowledge, which, in fact, is a source of competitive advantage (see figure 1). At stage during the process, [16] states that many current potentialities in organizational design may be inferred as attempts to access and integrate the implied knowledge of members of an organization, while at the same time recognizing the obstacles to transfer that knowledge. This replicates the need for a close interdependence between specialists so as to integrate their know-how [16].

\[\text{Individual knowledge} \rightarrow \text{Formation, Transfer and Incorporation of knowledge in teamwork} \rightarrow \text{Organizational knowledge}\]

Source: Zarraga and Falcon, 2003

Figure 1. How KM works
2. Subject Arrangement

Not only has knowledge management been perceived by organizations in recent times, but it has also made significant changes in the business market. Some of researchers emphasized on teamwork, in order for knowledge management to be supported. Management practice field displays that the past two decades have experienced a remarkable increase in the use of teamwork. From [16, 17] viewpoint, this new potentiality of organizational design could be regarded as a way to gain the implied knowledge of the organizational personnel and so as a way to form the proper situation for knowledge management. However, for individual knowledge to become organizational knowledge, it is not enough to organize the firm around teamwork [50].

As a result, the primary question of the research is: What is the relationship between teamwork and knowledge management?

So, our hypothesis is that there is no relationship between teamwork and knowledge management. In this case, the primary aim is to recognize the features that teamwork needs to support knowledge management. Then, the second aim is to test empirically how those characteristics have a desired impact on knowledge management, which is regarded as a process of formation (F), transfer (T) and incorporation (I) of the team work personnel’s knowledge. The rest of the paper is structured as it follows.

The next section develops the theoretical framework of the paper. The third section describes the methodology used to verify the hypotheses empirically. Finally, the main conclusions are discussed based on the results obtained.

2.1. Theoretical Framework of KM

The increasing speed of the changes in markets, products, technologies, competitors, and regulations and even in society means important structural variations that modify what is strategic for organizations [41]. In other words, knowledge of environment is a key strategic resource that allows organizations to gain continuing competitive merits [14, 30, 38].

The knowledge generation process, as Cook and Brown (1999) state, includes all behaviors by which new knowledge are created within the organization. There are several ways to generate knowledge, that is to say:

- Acquiring mode in which the new knowledge is acquired from external sources.
- Externalizing mode through which the adaptable implied knowledge of the personnel of the organization is conceptualized, expressed, and externalized.
- Discovering mode where the knowledge concealed in the data sources of the organization is discovered.
- Synthesizing mode where the new knowledge is generated either by integrating the newly generated and validated knowledge via the on hand knowledge or by mixing the on hand knowledge.

Producing (formation) mode where the new knowledge is produced by interacting with the things in cognitive domains of the enterprises.

Knowledge management may be defined as doing what is needed to get the most out of knowledge resources [3]. It focuses on organizing and making available important knowledge [39], and then forming organizational knowledge [28, 29, 32].

The main problem in doing so is that knowledge is a resource generated within the individual [32], or as [17] says, knowledge is embedded in the members of the organization in a specialized way; consequently, the challenge for knowledge management is to know how to transform individual knowledge into organizational knowledge, which amounts to something more than the sum of those personnel’s individual knowledge and its owner is the organization.

Knowledge management process has been studied by many authors (16, 18, 32) and in summarizing their ideas; we can say that individual knowledge once created has to undergo a process of transfer and incorporation that gives rise to organizational knowledge. This process will occur in different, but linked, ontological levels. Firstly, knowledge created (formation) in the mind of each individual of a small group should be transferred to others (transfer), then, that shared knowledge should be assimilated among them (incorporation), thus generating the group knowledge (which is now part of organizational knowledge). Afterwards, the knowledge born in every group will be transferred and integrated between groups in a single work place, department, and area or similarly, leading to knowledge of higher ontological level. Finally, the transfer and incorporation of knowledge created in other sections of the firm will give rise to organizational knowledge [50].

In the light of the review carried out, the function of the organization must center on supporting these creative individuals by providing them with the appropriate setting for the formation of knowledge. That is, that setting must be such that it makes the organization resemble individual initiative [49].

2.2. Structure of a KM

Since traditional organizations are vertically structured around tasks and functions, they are not suitable for sharing knowledge at the organization level. Analogously, other elements of hierarchal structure such as rigid adherence to organization chart hamper knowledge flow. In contrast, improving the company’s core competency in the current networked economy depends on leveraging and sharing of knowledge more than managing the people themselves. Accordingly, the real power must now shift not only to those who attain the knowledge, but more importantly to those who possess the talent for leveraging knowledge.

A knowledge organization is made up of knowledge groups that are composed of knowledge teams, which are built from knowledge workers selected for contributing to a
knowledge team due to their tacit knowledge and skills. Ideally, the knowledge workers on any knowledge team come from different organizational (and educational) backgrounds and will bring a diversity of tacit knowledge and skills to the team [37].

The recognition of individual personnel as knowledge workers will promote the development of new knowledge teams to address the organization’s opportunities, and consequently will facilitate the development of knowledge team communities that are diverse and more focused on knowledge-oriented problem solving. Knowledge workers are expected to share and utilize knowledge with other team members to produce the highest quality decisions. New knowledge teams and groups must be promoted to develop around product lines or other core competencies of the enterprise as opposed to functional area team composition. Knowledge teams should be created dynamically to take advantage of the organization’s business opportunities or new business strategies. Knowledge teams that identify the need for specific knowledge would then recruit knowledge workers that had the desired tacit knowledge to join the team.

The role of a knowledge librarian or expertise locator system can facilitate the identification and location of knowledge workers with desired tacit knowledge and skills (37, 2005).

2.3. Teamwork

A work team is a group of interdependent individuals who solve problems or complete tasks within an organizational context, share responsibility for the results and are seen by themselves and by others as an intact social entity belonging to a larger social system, and which manages its relationship within the confines of the organization [1, 7, 13].

Moreover, face-to-face contact and close personal relationships are the basis for a community of practice, because when the members get to know one another and they have a sense of mutual trust, they gain legitimacy in the eyes of the others [50].

2.3.1. Characteristics of Teamwork to Support KM

In general, the literature on knowledge management indicates which factors affect the formation, transfer and incorporation (FTI). Therefore, in this section of paper, an attempt will be made to represent one group of factors supporting knowledge management in teamwork.

According to [28], self-management is the first characteristic which requires that the team should become a social context in itself, within which personal knowledge can be expanded. Hence, in order to support knowledge management, it is essential to build self-management teams. In self-managed teams the important decisions are made and executed by the teams [19].

Self-managed teams are part of formal structure of the organization. Based on the above discussion, the following hypothesis has been proposed:

H1. The self-leded team supports KM (FTI)

High levels of team self-sufficiency may actually decrease individual independence and responsibility is softened rather than granted to a single individual when important decision making is shared rather than carried out alone [43]. This aspect is positive for the teamwork to function as a mass of practice because it supports group cohesion [3].

But, in the knowledge management literature individual independence is regarded as an important aspect for generating organizational knowledge [32, 12]. Therefore, the possibility of introducing unanticipated opportunities increases. What is more, according to [50], individual self-sufficiency will be a source of individual self-motivation to support knowledge management, especially to create knowledge.

Based on that, we set out our second hypothesis as following:

H2. The team supports KM (FTI) wherever personnel have individual self-sufficiency

As stated in the literature, if teamwork personnel are distinguished by participation and the exchange of ideas, balanced knowledge is also of great importance. This could create a positive synergy [21] since when individuals with heterogeneous and balanced skills join a team, everyone can make use of different structures and mental models that lead to multifaceted dialog [23, 36]. Moreover, the interactions between individuals with different and diverse knowledge structures will increase the organizational capability for creating knowledge [26, 32]. So, heterogeneous and balanced skills are another important trait for supporting knowledge management. As a result of those arguments the following hypothesis is established:

H3. The team supports KM (FTI) where its members have diverse and balanced skills

According to [15], mutual understanding among the teamwork members will make the function of the mechanisms of knowledge incorporation possible, allowing the team to distribute the aspects, not of common knowledge, to all its members. However, bearing in mind that, for the effective co-ordination of a work team its size must be limited, it is impossible within the group to have access to the entire range of specialist knowledge necessary for the activity [16]. Consequently, the inclination is usually towards the construction of a formation based on teams where the members are changed if it becomes necessary, simultaneously assuring a certain redundancy of knowledge flowing within the organization [32]. This leads us to the condition that common language must be a reality of the organization and not just of the group. Based on what have been mentioned, the researcher proposes the following hypothesis:

H4. The team supports KM (FTI) where members have a mutual understanding

By and large, the teamwork does not need complicated organizational structures. Yet, its members need time and space to collaborate. They do not need much management but they do need leadership. Accordingly, [47] states that, in order to legitimize the community—which could be a team—as a place for sharing and creating knowledge, the figure of the team leader is necessary. The main task of the leader is to co-
ordinate and focalize the different viewpoints found within the teamwork [22, 23]. In addition, following [10], team leader must provide not only real and virtual spaces for communication, but also guidelines for the team. The function of leaders is to serve as a model to the collaborators, and so, they should be prepared to share information openly, put themselves in the others’ shoes, provide constructive feedbacks and show all those outlooks and behaviors related to encouraging knowledge management [50]. Therefore, the fifth hypothesis is defined as follows:

H5. The team where a leader exists favors the knowledge management (FTI)

The members of teamwork value contribution and devote their professional prestige in the team as a good atmosphere. If such an atmosphere is not felt by the members, then interpersonal co-operation, essential for the generation of true organizational knowledge, will not take place [48].

The literature on knowledge management has described this atmosphere as one of true internal collaboration among group members [25] that goes beyond mere communication and information exchange [9].

Within the knowledge management literature, trust is often discussed as an important element for successful knowledge management ventures [4, 36, 37].

Trust has been discussed extensively with respect to knowledge generation. However, it has been suggested that trust is required for it to thrive. The trust discussed with respect to knowledge generation is organizational trust. Knowledge generation not only occurs within individuals, but it also happens inside groups or teams. Knowledge generation inside a group often requires individuals to share their knowledge and information (which involves the second knowledge process of knowledge transfer) in order for a new knowledge to be created. The most commonly discussed knowledge management process with respect to trust is knowledge transfer (i.e. knowledge sharing). It is frequently commented that in order for people to be willing to share their knowledge, they must have trust each other [6, 20, 33].

It has even been commented, "Trust is, after all, the single most important precondition for knowledge exchange" [37].

More specifically, trust has been discussed as prerequisite for tacit knowledge sharing [35, 37]. While it has not been extensively discussed, knowledge generation within a group or team setting is presumed to require trust. However, the more the organizational policies and regulations support knowledge generation for the group, then trust's importance decreases to the extent that controls and policies replace trust. On the other hand, if distrust is present, then knowledge generation will be blocked, as fear, skepticism; wariness will prevent an individual from sharing required knowledge or information with the team to generate new knowledge [11]. [44] makes recommendations for creating trust for knowledge management. The recommendations are the followings:

- Increase individual reliability by creating a map of expectations.
- Share personal information in smaller groups.
- Use symbolic gestures for interdependency [44].

It amounts to the "mental" element of what [29] call a ‘‘shared organizational context”. [45] calls it “high care” and states that high care will be present in the team as long as the following premises exist: mutual trust, active empathy, lenience in judgment, courage and access to help. In the light of these considerations, we can establish that a climate of trust is important to knowledge management:

H6. The team supports KM (FTI) with an atmosphere of trust

3. Research Methodology

A field experiment was used to test our research hypotheses. In order to empirically check the proposed model of factors supporting the knowledge management (i.e. formation, transfer, and incorporation) in teamwork, questionnaires were used.

3.1. Participants

384 employees (62% male and 38% female), who has had at least 5 years of experience, participated for four months, from August to December, 2013. Employees work in Iran Khodro, Neyshabour branch, located in Khorasan-e-Razavi, Iran. The participants have been working in permanent teams at least for the last three years. The participants were selected through stratified random sampling.

3.2. Procedure and Instrumentation

The survey was administrated offsite by researchers. A questionnaire was sent to each member in the sample. The researchers returned at the end of daily shift to collect the completed questionnaires from the team members. If questionnaires were not completed at that time, the researchers returned the next day. This process continued for a 14-day period, until all team members had been reached and given several opportunities to complete the questionnaires. At last, there were 384 questionnaires sent to the members of the proposed sample, and 320 of them were collected for analysis.

Sixty two percent of the respondents were male. Sixty five percent had completed high school, while an appreciable thirty seven percent had university graduate degrees and the rest had elementary education. Forty two percent of respondents were in specialist ranks, thirty percent in executive ranks and twenty eight percent in managerial ranks.

Information was gathered on a number of demographic variables, work experience, and the experience of working in teams. To measure the respondents’ perception about the characteristics of a work team to supporting knowledge management, thirty four items were used. The questionnaire was split into two parts. The first section had twenty items about the features of teamwork (i.e. self-management,
individual autonomy, heterogeneous and complementary skills, mutual understanding, leadership, atmosphere of trust) to support the formation of knowledge and, the second had fourteen items about the characteristics of work teams (i.e. self-management, individual self-sufficiency, diverse and balanced skills, mutual understanding, leadership, atmosphere of trust) to support transfer and incorporation of knowledge. Those items (34 items) that the literature considers to support knowledge management were used.

The questionnaire was of a five-point Likert scale type and the respondents indicated the extent from very little to very much with 34 statements (1= strongly disagree, 5= strongly agree).

In order to test the validity factor of scale, first, a standard questionnaire was customized based on conceptual framework and field study was used by [50] and then, some of experts and senior specialists of Iran Khodro Company and academic people confirm validity of scale (face validity). In addition, to test the factor reliability of scale, several Cronbach’s $\alpha$ analyses were conducted. Reliability analyses were carried out for the joint scale and for each of its dimensions, and $\alpha$ - values ranging from 0.6 to 0.8 indicate that we obtained acceptable measuring instruments (The results of Cronbach’s $\alpha$ analyses for each of the dimensions are shown in table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Cronbach’s alpha of formation</th>
<th>Cronbach’s alpha of transfer and incorporation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-management</td>
<td>0.752</td>
<td>0.782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual autonomy</td>
<td>0.633</td>
<td>0.852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual understanding</td>
<td>0.757</td>
<td>0.846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member’s heterogeneous and complementary skills</td>
<td>0.740</td>
<td>0.815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>0.826</td>
<td>0.844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmosphere of trust</td>
<td>0.732</td>
<td>0.799</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.3. Data Analysis

In this study, the inferential method of data analysis, namely, multiple regression and analysis of variance (ANOVA) were conducted. To enter variables in the model, forward method was used. Then, the data was analyzed through software of SPSS version 15. In order to test the hypotheses, the data were analyzed in two stages. In the first stage, regression analyses were conducted to evaluate the relative importance of each features of teamwork to the degree of knowledge formation in the team. In the second stage, the same process to the degree of transfer and incorporation of knowledge in teamwork was conducted. Finally, a new variable from combining both the factors of C and TI was created to obtain a combined measure of knowledge management (FTI) in work team. That variable was calculated from weighted average of the two extracted factors of F and TI.

### 4. Result

To test the relative importance of qualities of the teamwork among personnel to support knowledge management, three multiple regression analyses were done, all of which indicated that the six characteristics (i.e. self-management, individual self-sufficiency, diverse and balanced skills, mutual understanding, leadership, atmosphere of trust) were entered as predictor variable. Still, the criteria variable were changed: in the first analysis, the way for the formation of knowledge in the team, in the second, the degree of transfer and incorporation of knowledge, and in the third, the degree of knowledge management (FTI) among team members. The results obtained from these analyses are shown in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Creation</th>
<th>Transfer and Incorporation</th>
<th>KM (CTI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B t sig</td>
<td>B t sig</td>
<td>B t sig</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-management (f1)</td>
<td>0.839</td>
<td>-0.038</td>
<td>-0.443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member’s heterogeneous and complementary skills (f2)</td>
<td>-0.209</td>
<td>0.693</td>
<td>0.894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmosphere of trust (f3)</td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td>0.619</td>
<td>0.704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership (f4)</td>
<td>-0.495</td>
<td>-0.185</td>
<td>-0.317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual self-sufficiency (f5)</td>
<td>0.337</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
<td>-0.254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual understanding (f6)</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>7.685</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then, to assess level of significance of the regression model, analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted. The results of this analysis indicated that the model is significant (table 3). Also, the results of analysis stated that the model’s R square is 0.780 (table 4). So, the 78 percent of changes related to criterion variable were explained by predictive variables.
Table 3. ANOVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Regression</td>
<td>165.060</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>165.060</td>
<td>353.192</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>143.940</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>0.467</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>309.000</td>
<td>309</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Regression</td>
<td>195.651</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>97.825</td>
<td>264.955</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>113.349</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>309.000</td>
<td>309</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Regression</td>
<td>212.856</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>70.952</td>
<td>225.821</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>196.144</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>0.314</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>309.000</td>
<td>309</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Regression</td>
<td>229.422</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>57.355</td>
<td>219.827</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>79.578</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>0.261</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>309.000</td>
<td>309</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Regression</td>
<td>241.068</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>48.214</td>
<td>215.759</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>67.932</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>309.000</td>
<td>309</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Predictors: (Constant), f2
b. Predictors: (Constant), f2, f5
c. Predictors: (Constant), f2, f5, f3
d. Predictors: (Constant), f2, f5, f3, f1
e. Predictors: (Constant), f2, f5, f3, f1, f4
f. Dependent Variable: km

It can be seen one factor is significantly related to both knowledge formation and its transfer and incorporation. That is a climate of trust. Thus, hypothesis 6 was completely supported. Although hypothesis 4 (members’ diverse and balanced skills) was supported, that was only significantly related to knowledge transfer and incorporation (TI). Moreover, factors referring to self-management and individual self-sufficiency were significantly related only to knowledge formation. So, hypotheses 1 and 2 were only partially supported. The fifth hypothesis, which deals with leadership, was not totally accepted, that is, this factor (leadership) does not support the formation as well as transfer and incorporation of knowledge. Finally, H3 (common language) was not accepted, because that influence very little the forecast dependent variable, so this factor did not enter in the model.

Table 4. Model Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td>0.534</td>
<td>0.533</td>
<td>0.68362127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.796</td>
<td>0.633</td>
<td>0.631</td>
<td>0.60763063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.830</td>
<td>0.689</td>
<td>0.686</td>
<td>0.56053145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.862</td>
<td>0.742</td>
<td>0.739</td>
<td>0.51079569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.883</td>
<td>0.780</td>
<td>0.777</td>
<td>0.47271609</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Predictors: (Constant), f2
b. Predictors: (Constant), f2, f5
c. Predictors: (Constant), f2, f5, f3
d. Predictors: (Constant), f2, f5, f3, f1
e. Predictors: (Constant), f2, f5, f3, f1, f4
f. Dependent Variable: km

It can be understood that the relative importance of each qualities of the teamwork to knowledge management varies according to which element of the process is being explained. Therefore, atmosphere of trust is the trait that best explains the degree of KM in the teamwork. In addition, it had an especially significant influence on both phases of the process (i.e. C and TI). However, the other factors had favorable effects of varying intensity on each of the process phases.

5. Discussion

In this study, we have obtained empirical confirmation that knowledge management is favored in work teams which possess certain characteristics: self-management, individual self-sufficiency, diverse and balanced skills, mutual understanding, leadership, atmosphere of trust. To implement this study, knowledge management in teamwork was conceptualized as a process of formation (F), transfer and incorporation (TI) of the members’ knowledge. The results permitted not only the verification of a positive and significant relationship between the teamwork features and knowledge management in such groups, but also a detailed examination of that relationship. So, we have obtained evidence about what features of teamwork support the knowledge management process in its different phases, and thus contribute to filling a gap in the literature.

Thus the analyses revealed that the features of teamwork that most noticeably influences the whole process of the FTI of knowledge are that labeled as atmosphere of trust. Consequently the study results show that an atmosphere of
trust enhances knowledge management in the team and so supports the formation of individual knowledge as well as its transfer and incorporation. As [48] point out, if this atmosphere does not exist in teamwork, then interpersonal co-operation, essential for the generation of true organizational knowledge, will not take place. However, other features of the teamwork are seen to support specific stages of knowledge management. To be more specific, the members’ diverse and balanced skills are significantly related only to knowledge transfer and incorporation (TI). That supports the theoretical approaches that reveal the interactions between individuals with different and diverse knowledge structures will increase the organizational capability to achieve innovation beyond which any individual member can achieve [22,32].

Different structures and mental models that produce multifaceted dialog can be achieved when personnel with diverse and balanced skills join teamwork [23,36].

Moreover, factors referring to self-management and individual self-sufficiency are significantly related only to knowledge formation. According to [28], self-management is the first quality that the team should have to become a social context in itself, within which personal knowledge can be expanded. In addition, in the knowledge management literature individual autonomy is considered an important aspect for creating organizational knowledge (28, 12, 26).

The fifth hypothesis, which deals with leadership, is not totally accepted, that is, this factor (leadership) does not support the formation, transfer and incorporation of knowledge. As [10] point out, team leader must provide not only real and virtual spaces for communication, but also guidelines for the team. The main task of the leader is to coordinate and focalize the different viewpoints found within the work team [20, 21].

Finally, the factor of common language is not accepted, because that does not influence the forecast dependent variable, so it did not enter in the model.

On the whole, in the light of empirical results of this study and review of the literature, factors determining that teamwork supports knowledge management are identified as: self-management, individual self-sufficiency, members’ diverse and balanced skills, common language, leadership, and atmosphere of trust. These six factors were corroborated by the theoretical literature and some researches [40, 41].

Although, this paper provides evidence for the necessary characteristics of teamwork that support knowledge management, but more research is needed in order to study other features of teamwork that could support knowledge management process (formation, transfer and incorporation).

Limitations

The research conducted is not without its limitations, two of which worth mentioning. The major one is the limitation with its units of analysis. It was recognized that the group rather than the individual would have been a more suitable unit of analysis. However, this approach could not be adopted in this study since only the data from 60 complete teams had been gathered. That is why individual level measures have been used. Future research should employ group measures to determine more conclusively the extent to which these features affect the knowledge management (FTI) in work team.

A second limitation is the scope of research. Since, Iran Khodro is comprised of 33 of branches in 23 regions (States) of Iran and each of those has unique features and multiplicity of subcultures, so the results of this research could not be extended to the other Iran Khodro branches.
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